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The center's mission is visitor-centric. It's structured to encourage learning and exploration through periodic mini

fexhibitions, supplemental resources that decode some of the ways the museum collects and catalogs, and, 

especially, through its wonderful crush of objects. "By massing things together, you learn things just from the sheer 

~uantity, which you don't learn when you look at one or two of the very best examples," as in traditionally curated 

exhibitions, says Stayton. This is illustrated by one of his favorite sections, a floor-to-ceiling case holding Spanish 

~olonial object~. "You look at the silver, these religious objects, and it really gives you a sense of how different 

colonial Mexico and Peru were from North America," he explains. "It shows you the pervasive influence of the 

Catholic Church, the great wealth of that area, and the strong influence from the indigenous communities, which 
is much less apparent in colonial Boston and New York." 

------
New-York Historical Society is in the process of making their storage facilities a destination. It is currently dosed 

fand undergoing a complete transformation, slated to re-open in 2017. While some of its densely filled visible 

storage cases will be retained, the reimagined center will feature what Hofer describes as "thematic and narrative

~iven installations," resembling curated exhibitions. Among these will be the Tiffany Gallery, which will capitalize 

on the institution's collection of lamps by renowned designer Louis Comfort Tiffany-many of which, recent 

&istorical research has uncovered, were actually produced by designer Clara Driscoll and other women who worked 

in his studio. "We have an extremely talented architect working on this project," says Hofer. "The Tiffany Gallery 

will be 3,000 square feet and will feature 100 lamps, all lit. It will be a very memorable space." 

But aside from their delightful abundance and the logistical issues they can help to ease, visible-storage spaces 

demonstrate an important and relatively newer ethos, which Stayton sums up. "Museum collections are publicly 

owned; they're part of our heritage. They need to be seen. And the more you can get out, the better." 
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